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INTRODUCTION 
Our primary purpose in this article is to describe the characteristic variety of a 
holonomic system of D-type with singularities along a hypersurface Y in terms 
of Y. In [7] we introduced the notion of a holonomic system of D-type in order to 
reinterpret the results of Deligne [2] in terms of 9-modules1 That is a very 
special, but important, holonomic %module with regular singularities. (See 
definition I. 1 in Section 1 for the definition of a holonomic system of D-type.) 
In fact, a result of [7] asserts that any holonomic b-module &? with regular 
singularities whose characteristic variety is in a generic positiona can be embedded 
into & @n-l9 (.Z/Or) f or a holonomic system 9 of D-type. In this sense, the 
category of holonomic systems of D-type is sufficient for studying the general 
properties of holonomic systems with regular singularities. On the other hand, 
as we shall discuss in Section 1, holonomic systems of D-type are amenable 
to the application of the desingularization theorem of Hironaka [l]. Actually 
our arguments essentially rely on the desingularization theorem. 
In Section 2 we prove several results applicable to holonomic Q-modules 
with regular singularities, not necessarily of D-type. Among them, there is an 
interesting result which relates the quantitative aspects of a function in question 
to the structure of the holonomic system which it satisfies. (Theorem 2.8) 
Once we get this result, it is fairly easy for us to analyze the microlocal structure 
of the product of holonomic hyperfunctions, 3 etc., if the hyperfunctions involved 
are quantitatively “tame.” (See Th eorems 2.11 and 2.12 for the precise state- 
ment.) These results generalize our previous results on l$!,(fi + (-1)1/20))At 
(Kashiwara and Kawai [6]). We hope this article will be the first step toward a 
r Here and in the sequel we use the same notations as in [7]. For example, .G@ (resp. B) 
denotes the sheaf of linear differential (resp. microdifferential) operators of finite order. 
See also the list of notations below. 
-zA Lagrangian variety A is said to be in a generic position at p E fl if and only if 
An ~-la(p) = @“p holds in a neighborhood of p. Here x denotes the projection from 
T*X to X and @“p denotes {(x, co; c E c - {O)} with (x, 6) = p. 
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formulation of the analytic S-matrix theory along the idea described in Kashi- 
wara, et al. [IO]. (See also Sato [12], Kawai and Stapp [Ill, Kashiwara and 
Kawai [9], and references cited threrein.) 
NOTATION 
X A complex manifold 
T*X The cotangent bundle of X 
T$X The conormal bundle of S. If S is with singularities, T,*X is, by 
definition, the closure of TgregX, where S,.,, is the regular part of S 
z- The projection from T*X to X 
s,,,, The sheaf of hyperfunctions defined on a real analytic manifold M 
C,m(M) The space of Cm-functions with compact support on a real analytic 
manifold M 
gx The sheaf of linear differential operators of finite order (the subscript X 
is often omitted) 
8X The sheaf of microdifferential (pseudodifferential) operators of finite 
order (the subscript X is often omitted) 
SS(6p) The characteristic variety of a LB-Module LZ 
g&l = @bl oc gx ; an element of gx[s] is often denoted by P(s) 
.Qx[s, tl = @[s, tl oc 9x 3 where s and t are the generators of @[s, t] with the 
fundamental relation [t, s] = t 
Xf&Y) = l&, 8~t&(U,/f~, 2’) and SIExIsl(Y) = lkq, 8&Gx ($“, Y), 
where $ is the defining Ideal of S 
1. A HOLONOMIC SYSTEM OF D-TYPE AND THE ASSOCIATED DESINGULARIZATION 
PROCEDURES 
We first recall the definition of a holonomic system LZ of D-type. 
DEFINITION 1.1 [7, Definition 2.3.11. A holonomic system 5Z’ of linear 
differential equations on X is said to be of D-type with singularities along a 
hypersurface Y4 if it satisfies the following conditions: 
SS(5?) C v-l(Y) u T$X, U-1) 
4 In the sequel we simply say “a holonomic system of D-type along Y” for the sake 
of brevity. 
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$4 has R.S. on T;X,5 (1.2) 
JqYl(=q = 0 for any k. (1.3) 
Remark 1.1. Since Y is a hypersurface, ZFrl(9) = 0 holds for k # 0, 1 and 
for an arbitrary g-module 9. Let f be a holomorphic function on X such that 
f-l(O) = Y. Then (I .3) is equivalent to 
B-IT is bijective. (1.4) 
Remark 1.2. Let f be a holomorphic function on X. Denote by 9f” the 
9,-module gx/{P E gx; Pp = 0 outside f-‘(O)}. Let b,(s) be the b-function 
associated with f. (See Kashiwara [4] for the definition of b,(s).) Assume 
b,(a-jj) # 0 for j = 1, 2,... . (1.5) 
Then f: gxf” + 9xp is bijective (cf. Lemma 2.3 and [4, Proposition 6.21). On 
the other hand, one can easily verify that 9rf” is a holonomic system which 
has R. S. on T&,,,X. Therefore the preceding remark implies that 9xf” is a 
holonomic system of D-type along f-'(O). In other words, gxf” is one of the 
simplest examples of holonomic systems of D-type. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 2’ be a holonomic 9,-module of D-type along Y C X. Then 
2 is a fiat Ox-module. 
Proof. Let JV, JV’, and JV’ be coherent Or-modules. Assume that 
A-‘+--Me-P (l-6) 
is exact. Then in order to prove that 9 is flat it suffices to show that 
Jv’~~“~~~~~V~@~ 
OX @X @X 
is also exact. Define 2 by Ker j/Im k. Then 
(1.7) 
supp .7? c Y (1.8) 
holds, because Zz 31 OT,, holds for some m if x $ Y. Since any coherent 
Bx-module is locally a union of coherent O,-modules, &’ is also locally a union 
of coherent O,-modules. Let us choose a holomorphic function f on X such 
that f-l(O) = Y. Then the Nullstellensatz of Hilbert applied to Z asserts that 
for any section u of &’ there exists Y such that 
f’u = 0 (1.9) 
s R.S. is an abbreviation of regular singularities. See [7, 81 for the definition of R.S. 
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holds. On the other hand, the multiplication by 1 @f defines an automorphism 
on A’“’ @ 2, Jlr @ 2, and .M” @ -(tp, because the multiplication by f  induces 
an automorphism of 2. This implies that 1 @f is an automorphism of 2. 
Therefore (1.9) implies that u = 0. This means that Z = 0, namely, (1.7) is 
exact. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let F be a holomorphic map from a complex manifold X’ to X. Let 
$P be a holonomic gr-module of D-type along a hypersurface Y of X. Then 
dp’ =def Or, @,-l,xF-19 is a holonomic g,,-module of D-type along F-l(Y). 
Proof. It follows from [5, Theorem 4.4; 7 Chap. V, Corollary 5.4.81 that A? 
is a holonomic 9 ,,-module with R.S. Let f be a holomorphic function on X 
such that f-l(O) = Y. Then the multiplication by f defines an automorphism of 
2. (Remark 1 .l.) Hence f 0 F defines an automorphism of 2’. Therefore 
Remark 1.1 implies that Z” is of D-type. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.3. It follows from Lemma 1 .l that 
9-.or$-1uX(Ux, , F-%) = 0 for k # 0. 
Remark 1.4. The variety F-l(Y) is either a hypersurface of X’ or X’ itself, 
if X’ is connected. In the second case f o F is identically zero on x’, while f 0 F 
defines an automorphism of r. Therefore 9 is actually zero in this case. 
In our subsequent arguments the following varieties mf , W, , and W, play 
central roles. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let f be a holomorphic function on X. 
(i) l@f is, by definition, the closure of 
((0; x, f) E 6: x T*X; x E X, f(x) # 0, 5 = ad log f(x)} in C x T*X. 
(ii) W, denotes the image of mf by the projection from @ x T*X onto 
T*X. 
(iii) W, =def {(x, .$) E T*X; (0; x, 5) E mf}. 
Remark 1.5, The following facts are proved in [4; Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 and 
Proposition 5.61: 
(i) The map from J?‘f onto W, is a finite map. 
(ii) W, = {(x, 6) E Wf ; f(x)5 = 01. 
(iii) W, is a Lagrangian subvariety. 
One can also verify that W, depends only on Y =,+r f-'(O), namely, W,, 
does not depend on the choice of the defining function f  of Y. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let 9 be a holonomic gx-module of D-type along a hyper- 
surface Y of X. Let f be a holomorphic function on X such that f-‘(O) = Y. Let u be a 
section of 23 such that supp u = X.6 Then N =eel B,Js](f *u) is a coherent 
9x-module.7 Furthermore SS(.N) = W, . 
Remark 1.6. The meaning of 9[s](f%) is as follows. 
Consider the Ideal $ of 9[ s ] consisting of P(s) E B[s] such that f  +“P(s)f su = 
0 holds in C[s] @c 9 for a sufficiently large m. The modulo class of 1 in 
9[s]/f is usually designated by fsu. Under this convention, we denote 9[s]/y 
bY ~ws4 
Denote M/(s - ti)J’” by Jr/-,( CY EC). Since it follows from Remark lS(ii) that 
W,, = T;X u (W n f  -l(O)), (1.10) 
Theorem 1.3 entails that SS(AJ is contained in W,, . Furthermore there exists a 
surjective map from A$ to 9,(fau). Hence we have 
THEOREM 1.4. Under the same conditions as in. Theorem 1.3, B&W) is a 
holonomic Bx-module whose characteristic variety is contained in W, . 
Since 9 is of D-type, A$.,(,ED) = 0. Hence, setting a: = 0 in Theorem I .4, we 
obtain 
THEOREM 1.5. Let 8 be a holonomic 9,-module of D-type along a hyper- 
surface Y of X. Then SS(9) is contained in W,, asociated with Y. 
In proving Theorem 1.3 we make essential use of the desingularization 
theorem of Hironaka [l] as discussed below. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The desingularization theorem guarantees the exis- 
tence of a proper subvariaty 2 of X, a complex manifold X’, and a projective 
map F from X’ to X which satisfy conditions (1.1 I)-( 1.13). 
zc Y. (1.11) 
F is an isomorphism outside 2, namely, 
F lx,--z,: X’ - 2’ N X - 2. Here 2’ =def F-l(Z). (1.12) 
For any point a in Y’ we can find a neighborhood G of a and a 
local coordinate system t = (tl ,...,Q on G such thatf’ ==eesf OF 
has the form n:=, tz with integers rh > 0. (1.13) 
6 For any section u of 9, supp u is a union of connected components of X, because 2 
is of D-type. 
7 Although .9[s](f”u) is a coherent Q[s]-module, .9[s](f”u) is not a coherent d-module 
in general if we take an arbitrary holonomic O-module as 55’; e.g., X = c, f(x) = x, 
9 = 9e1fs = O/9(x2(d/dx) + l), I( = e’lz. 
6o7/3412-5 
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Then Lemma 1.2 asserts that y =+r OX’ &-loX F-l9 is a holonomic 
Br,-module of D-type. Denote by u’ the section 1 @ u of 2’. 
Since Y’ =deI F-l( Y) is a normally crossing hypersurface by (1.13), we know 
that the fundamental group VT~(G - Y’) of G - Y’ is a free Abelian group 
generated by 1 generators yr ,..., yI , where ylc is represented by a cycle encircling 
(trc = 0} counterclockwise. Let x0 be a point in G - Y’. Then 
~Lwi?(9x~u’, O,~), N @N (1.14) 
holds for some N. Let {&}kr be a base of this vector space and let U; ( j = l,..., N) 
be the holomorphic function vj(u’). Define the row vector U’ by (u; ,..., u;). 
For y E r,(G - Y’) we denote by yU’ the section of Oc,,.. obtained by the 
analytic continuation of U’ along y. Now, in view of the structure of q(G - Y’), 
we can find A, E GL(N, C) (k = l,..., 1) such that 
[A, > &‘I = 0 (1 < K, K’ < I) 
and 
ykU’ = U’A, (1 < K < I). 




exp(2rr(--1)r/2 B,) = A, (1.17) 
[Bk , Bk$] = 0 (1 < k, k’ < I) (1.18) 
Let us now consider 
. (1.19) 
It follows from (1.16) and (1.17) that @ is single valued in G - Y’. Since u’ is 
the image of a %homomorphism of a section u’ of a system of D-type, @ has at 
most poles along Y’. Hence U’ has the form 
y fi $k+“k 
k=l 
(1.20) 
with a row vector Y = (#r ,,.., IJ~) of holomorphic functions and nonnegative 
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satisfies the same system of equations as f%‘. In order to investigate its structure 
we define matrices Pk (k = l,..., rz) whose components are sections of gr*[s] as 
follows: 
r  
Pk=t,;--BB,-ra-rr,s (k = l,..., l), (1.22) 
k 
P, = $ 
k 
(k = 1 + l,..., a). (1.23) 
Let A? be the g[s]-module generated by r+ ,..., et, with the fundamental rela- 
tions P,V = 0 (k = l,..., n), where I/ = t(v, ,..., +). In other words, A! is the 
cokernel of 
Since 





holds, JZ is coherent over gx* . Furthermore it follows from (1.22) and (1.23) 
that 
(Pk/yk - PJYJV = 0 (k = 2,..., Z), 
PkV = 0 (k = 1 + l,..., I) 
(1.25) 
holds. Therefore, observing the principal symbols of the operators in (1.25), 
we have 
SS(A) c Wf . (1.26) 
Next we note the following. 
LEMMA 1.6. If Q(s) =d& (Q1(s),..., QN(s)) E .@lN satisfies 
Q(s) fil tv = 0 (1.27) 
on X’ - Y’, then Q(s)V = 0 holds. 
Proof. During the proof of this lemma we shall denote I$_, t,$+nk+rks by 
T(s). Define $ and j’ by C~=,9[s’JNPk and {Q(s) E B[s]N; Q(s)T(s) = 0}, 
respectively. It is clear that $’ I$. We shall now prove 
$’ c 3. (1.28) 
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Let Q(s) be in 3’. Then, by dividing Q(s) by Pk (K = I + l,..., n), we may 
assume in proving (1.28) that Q(s) has the form 
where D’ = (Dtl ,..., Dt,> and 01 = (01~ ,..., CXJ is a multi-index. By dividing 
Q(s) further by Pk (K = I,..., l), we may also assume that a, is independent of 
t, if 01~ # 0. We then want to prove that all a, are actually zero. In order to 
prove this we introduce the following lexicographic order + among multi- 
indices: 
01> /3 if and only if one of the following two cases holds: 
(i) (Y = /3 (1.29) 
(ii) there exists k E (0 ,..., 1 - l} such that tii = /3i ,..., 0~~ = pk 
and Olk+l> fik+l* 
We have 
a,(s) D’T(s) = a,(s) C,(s) T(s) fi ta”” 
k=l 
with C,(S) = n;=i[(& + 71k + rks) *‘* (& + 121, + YlcS - cYk + l)]. Note that 
det C,(s) is not identically zero. Hence we obtain 
; u,(s) C,(s) fi tp = 0. 
k=l 
(1.30) 
Let Cu = (01i ,..., 01~) be a maximal element such that u,(s) + 0 with respect to the 
order +. We shall define I by {i; Ei # 0) and Sk (0 < k < I) by {t E @“; ti = 0 
foriEIsuchthat 1 <i<K}. 
Now consider the relation 
where A(k) = {a; ol # & 01~ = Ei for i < k}. Denote by Bor,k the term appearing 
a,n the right-hand side of (1.31)*, i.e., (a& I$=,+, t~~-~:)]s,. It is clear that 
(1.31)s is equivalent to (1.30). We shall now show that (1 .3l)k-1 entails (1.3l)k . 
Rewrite the right-hand side of (1.31)k-, as 
c Bo--1 + aEA(k~,--llk, Bd+-l . (1.32) 
@A(k) 
Since Or, = elk for OL E A(k), 
Bask--l Is, = Bask (1.33) 
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holds for (Y E A(k). Hence it suffices to show that 
Bu.k-1 Is, = 0 for 01 E A(k - 1) - A(K). (1.34) 
Since & is maximal, E k $ elk holds for ol E A(K - 1) - A(k). Hence (1.34) is 
trivially true if k $1, because Or, = 0 implies A(k - 1) - A(k) = 4. In case 
k E I, tp-k Itkd = 0, and S, = {t E Sk-i; t, = 0} hold. This means Ba,k--l Is, = 
0, if k E I and Q E A(k - 1) - A(k). Thus (1.34) is proved. Therefore the 
induction proceeds and we eventually obtain (1.31)r. Since A(Z) = 4, (1.31)l 
implies 
a&, jSi = 0. (1.35) 
On the other hand, S, = (t; ti = 0 for i ~13 and ah is independent of ti (i ~1). 
Therefore we obtain a, = 0. Q.E.D. 
Now we resume proving Theorem 1.3. We shall first define the following 
homomorphism, 
J: N ==f L3&](f’“u’) --+ A, (1.36) 
by J(f’%‘) = CL, &q . Here Y = (#r ,..., #,,) is the vector of holomorphic 
functions given in (1.20). Hereafter we shall denote $, t,$q by (Y, V>. 
In order to see that this homomorphism J is well defined, we shall show that 
Q(s)(Y, V) = 0 holds for Q(s) E @s], if Q(s) satisfies Q(s)~‘%’ = 0. For such 
a Q(s) we have 
Q(s) f’%; = 0, (1.37) 
and hence 




Q(s)y fi tynk+TkS = 0. 
k=l 
Therefore it follows from Lemma 1.6 that 
Q(WT V = 0. (1.39) 
Thus J is seen to be well defined. We next show that J is injective. 
Let xi be a point in G - Y’. Then, for any OL E C, we can define a homo- 
morphism x(a): A -+ cX by 
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Let Q(s) be a section of 9[s] defined in a neighborhood of x1 and assume that 
it satisfies 
](Q(s)f’“u’) = 0. (1.41) 
Then it follows from the definition of x(a) that 
xb)MQW f'W = SHY kfil t?+'-. (1.42) 
Hence we have 
Q(+’ fi $-- = 0 on X’ - Y’. (1.43) 
k=l 
Therefore, for any OL E C 
Q(a)f YJ’ = 0 (1.44 
holds. On the other hand, f m-8Q(s)f s =del R(s) belongs to @[s] @c 9 for 
m > 0. It then follows from (1.44) that 
R(a) u’ = 0 (1.45) 
holds for any 0~. Since &“~~(9, Ox,) is a locally constant sheaf on G - Y’, we 
can continue vj E A?0m(de’, 0x,),1 to an element of #0m(.Z’, Ox,)z, along a 
path in G - Y’ from x0 to x1 . We shall denote it by the same symbol vi . Now 
we see from (1.45) that 
~(4hWYV p’Nw> = MW fo..., viv(Y4 0 = 0 (I .46) 
holds at x1 for any u E @. Furthermore Bx,,,l-homomorphism K: 9 -+ 0.$ 
defined by K(u’) = (cJ+(u’),..., &u’)) is an isomorphism. Therefore we deduce 
from (1.46) that 
R(s) 24’ = 0 
holds in (@[s] & ‘Ep’)$. . Hence we have Q(s)f ‘%’ = 0 in Ci?[s](f ‘“u’). This 
implies that J given by (1.36) is injective at x, . Thus we have proved that the 
kernel of J is contained in Y’. Since it immediately follows from the definition 
of g[s](f ‘%‘) that #~Y,l(9[s](f ‘%‘)) = 0, J is injective. Since A is coherent 
over Bx, and since SS(JZ) is contained in W,, , we finally conclude that 
J(r’ = 9x,[s](f ‘“u’) is a coherent gxt-module whose characteristic variety is 
contained in W,, . Then the rest of the argument is completely the same as in 
[4, Sect. 51, namely, we first show by studying sFelJlr’ that SS(JV) is contained 
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in W, n n for some Lagrangian variety (1 and we next show by using the 
natural structure of 9[s, t]-module of JV that (1 is actually void in our case. 
Here t is the endomorphism of JV defined by t(P(s)(f%)) = P(s + l)(f”+lu). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
2. A DESCRIPTION OFTHE CHARACTERISTICVARIETYOFAHOLONOMICB-MODULE 
WITH R.S. 
In this section we first generalize the results in Section 1 to general holonomic 
%modules with R.S., not necessarily of D-type. (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.) We 
employ the results to analyze the microlocal structure of holonomic hyper- 
functions whose singularities are quantitatively “tame” (e.g., locally integrable). 
The key theorem in our arguments is Theorem 2.8, which relates the tameness 
of a function in question with the structure of the holonomic system which it 
satisfies. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f  be a holomorphic function on X and let Jl be a holonomic 
gx-module. Denote the hypersurface f-l(O) be Y. Assume that 
SS(A) c TSX u n-y Y) (2.1) 
and that Jl has R.S. on T$X. Let u be a section of J? and denote Bx[s](f %) 
by N. Then N is a coherent Bx-module. Furthermore we have 
SS(Jv) c w, . (2.2) 
Proof. Since J? has R.S. on TgX and satisfies (2.1), JZ’ =derZ&Y,(d) is 
of D-type along Y [7, Chap. II, Proposition 2.3.41. Denote by u’ the image of u 
by the canonical map r: & + M. Then for any section w of Ker r, there exists 
(locally) an integer N such that f No = 0. Now let us consider Jtr’ = 9[s](f%‘). 
By the definition, the Ideal f’ which annihilates f%’ is 
{P(s) E 9[s]; f +SP(s)f %’ = 0 for m > O}. (2.3) 
If f  *-SP(s)fsu’ = 0, then f  “+P(s)f% belongs to Ker r. Hence there exists 
an integer N such that fN++SP(s)fJu = 0. Therefore the left Ideal of 
annihilators of fSu’ coincides with that offsu, namely, JV = J’. 
On the other hand, Theorem 1.3 asserts that Jlr’ is a coherent g-module and 
that SS(X’) is contained in W, , because u’ is a section of JV’, which is of 
D-type. Therefore we have the required result. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume the same conditions as in Theorem 2.1. Denote 
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M&s - LX)M by Ma((r E C). Then Ju;; is a holonomic grmodule with R.S. 
whose characteristic variety is contained in W, associated with f. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may assume without loss of 
generality that A%’ is of D-type. It immediately follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
SS(NJ is contained in W,, , because SS(NJ = T$X holds outside f-l(O) 
(cf. Remark 1.5 (ii)). Hence what remains to be shown is the fact that J$ is 
R.S. First let us recall that there exists a nonzero manic polynomial b(s) which 
satisfies 
b(s)f% = P(s)fs+L (2.4) 
for a section P(s) of 9[s] [5, Th eorem 2.71. Making use of this polynomial 
b(s), we prove the following lemma as the first step toward the proof of the fact 
that Na is with R.S. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 01 be a complex number satisfying b(a - j) # Ofor j = 1,2,... . 
Then S’$,(MU) = 0 for any h. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the multiplication by f  gives rise to an auto- 
morphism of Na . (Remark 1.1.) In what follows we denote by f”u the generator 
1 mod (s - CY)~[S] + $ of the %module J$ . 
We shall first show that f  is surjective. Let v be a section of .A$ . Then there 
is a linear differential operator Q such that v = Qpu. Suppose that Q is of order 
m. Then there is a linear differential operator R such that Qf m+l = fR. By .the 
definition of b(s) and P(s), we have 
b,(s)f % = P,(s)f s+m+%4 
with 4(s) = b(s)b(s + 1) **a b(s + m) and P,(s) = P(s)P(s + 1) em* P(s + m). 
By changing s to s - m - 1, we obtain 
b,(s - m - I)f s-m-lu = Pl(s - m)f % 
and hence bl(s - m - 1)f % = f  m+lPl(s - m)f 8u. Therefore 
bl(s - m - 1) Qf % = Qfm+‘Pl(s - m)f *u = fRP,(s - m)f *u. 
Setting s = CY, we obtain 
b,(ol - m - 1) Qf*u = fRp,(a - m)foLu, 
Since bl(ol - m - 1) = b(a - l)b(ti - 2) **a b(or - m - 1) # 0, v = 
cf(RP,(a - m)f”u) (c E 0) holds. 
Let us now prove that f  is injective. In order to see this, it suffices to show that, 
if v = Q(f”u) satisfies f v  = 0, th en v = 0. By the definition of A$ , there exists 
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R(s) E 9[s] such that fQf% = (s - ti)R(s)f%. Let m be a positive integer 
such that ord R(s) < m. Then there is G(s) E 9[s] satisfying fG(s) = R(s)f”. 
Hence 
fQp+mu = (s + m - @)R(s + m)f &+mu 
= (s + m - a) fG(s + m) f”u. 
Therefore we obtain QfS+“u = (s + m - a)G(s + m) f”u. Set w = Qf”u. Let 
us denote by t the endomorphism of JV defined by 
P(s)f”uLttP(sf l)fs+%. 
Then 
tnaw 6 (s + m - a)M. (2.5), 
We shall show by the induction on m that (2& implies w E (s - a)M. Since 
b(a - m) # 0, 
s-ff+m:.N/tJlr-tN/tN 
is bijective. Hence 
(s-a+m)&“ntJC(s-a+m)t.N=t(s-cd++-l)N 
As (2.5)m entails that tmw belongs to (s - CI! + m)N n t.N, tmw belongs to 
t(s - a. + m - l&K. Since t is injective, t”-lw E (s - ol + m - 1)X. Thus the 
induction proceeds, and finally we obtain w E (s - a)&‘. This implies v = 0. 
Thus we have completed the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Now we resume proving Theorem 2.2. Let b,(s) be the b-function off, i.e., 
the nonzero manic polynomial which satisfies 
b,(s)f J E B[s]f s+1. 
Then, by Remark 1.2, 9rp is a holonomic system of D-type, if b,(cu - j) # 0 
for j E N+ =der {I, 2,...}. 
Now suppose 
&(a - j)b(a -j> # 0 for j E N+. (24 
Under this condition we consider the following .$&homomorphism 
defined by 
Pf”u H P(F @ u). 
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One can easily verify that i, is well defined outside Y and hence well defined all 
over X. Since i, is an isomorphism outside Y, Lemma 2.3 entails that i, is 
actually an isomorphism. On the other hand we know [7, Chap. V, Corollary 
5.4.7 and Theorem 5.4.11 that ~;)x,yl(~~O @oxA) is with R.S. Hence Mm is 
also with R.S. 
Next we consider the case where b(ol - j) b,(cr - j) = 0 holds for some j E N+. 
In this case there exists an integer m > 0 such that b,((ol- m)-j)b((a-m)-j) # 0 
holds for any j E N +. Then, by what has been proved so far, we can 
conclude that &, is with R.S. Thus, by the aid of the induction on m, it 
suffices to prove a general statement that JU is with R.S. if JL”,-, is also. 
We now consider the following commutative diagram: 
K&j 0 0 
1 1 1 ot----Jr/-,+-----Jv-~N+-----o 
lj lt 1’ 0----“4$~,---~ s--a+1 J-+------O 
1 1 1 0+-----A? - JfjL4f Ax/t&‘-+------Kerk-0 
1 1 
0 0 
Here j and k are the canonical maps induced from t and s - ol + 1, respectively, 
and ,M” is Coker j = Coker k. Since all rows and columns in (2.7) are exact, 
Ker j s Ker k. We denote it by A?. We also denote .M/tx by A. Since the 
multiplicity of J? on each irreducible component of SS(&J is the difference of 
that of A”, SS(,&) does not contain any irreducible component of J. On the 
other hand SS(N) is contained in W, (Theorem 2.1), and codim,,UI; = 
dim X - 1. Therefore A? is holonomic. Hence A?’ and A” are also holonomic. 
Furthermore the condition that Ju;,-, is with R.S. entails that A!” is with R.S. 
Then, applying Proposition 2.4 given below to the lowest row of (2.7), we can 
infer that Ker k (= A”) is with R.S. Let us now recall the following elementary 
fact [7, Chap. I, Proposition 1.1.171: 
Let 0 + 8’ + 9 -+ 9” - 0 be an exact sequence of holonomic 
&-modules. Then, in order that 9 be with R.S., it is necessary and 
sufficient that both 9” and _Lpn be with R.S. 
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Therefore, by observing the leftmost column of (2.7), we finally conclude that 
M, is with R.S. Thus the proof of Theorem 2.2 will be completed, once we 
prove the following Proposition 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let q~ be an endomorphism of a holonomic b-module A?. 
Denote by A” (resp. A%‘“) the kernel (resp. cokernel) of p Then Jr is with R.S. if 
and only if JP is with R.S. 
In order to prove this proposition, we first prepare several basic results on 
composition series of holonomic &,-modules. 
Let p be a point of T*X - TSX and let M be a finitely generated b,-module. 
Then there exists a coherent B-module J? such that J&?~ = M. This &-module 
&?’ is uniquely determined in a neighborhood of p. We say M is holonomic 
(resp. with R.S.) if J&’ is also. 
LEMMA 2.5. If M is holonomic, then M hasfinite length. 
Proof. Let .& be a coherent &,-module such that A9 = M. By Theorem 2.3 
of [4], c?.z#(&, 6) = 0 for j # n =def dim X, and d* = &‘z@(&!, &) is also a 
holonomic b-module. Hence, we have &?* = &C&(&Z, &) is also a holonomic 
B-module. Hence, we have& = [w &%m,([W &%m@, &), 6’) = &Z&&Y*, 8). 
Therefore for a holonomic &,-module M we obtain 
Ext&(M, 8,) = 0 for j # n. (2.9) 
M* s=f Ext;p(M, 6,) is a holonomic &,-module. 
(ill*)* = Ext$p(Ext;9(M, 8,) 6,) coincides with M. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
These properties of M imply in particular the following fact: 
Assigning M* to M defines an exact functor in the category of 
holonomic G,,-modules. (2.12) 
In fact, if 0 --f 111’ + M -+ M” -+ 0 is an exact sequence of holonomic 
&,-modules, then we have 
0 = Ext;;‘(M’, 9,) + M “* --t M* ---f M’* + Ext;;‘(M’, 8,) = 0. 
Now we begin the proof of Lemma 2.5. In order to prove this, it is sufficient 
to show that a decreasing sequence {Mj}j,,,,... of submodules of M is always 
stationary. Let Nj be the kernel of M* --+ Mj* . Then {Nj)+,,,... is an 
increasing sequence of submodules of M*. As M* is Noetherian, {Nj}+,,,,... 
is stationary. By the properties of the functor * stated above, Mi is the kernel of 
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M*+Nr, and hence {M,},+ s 3 s... is also stationary. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 2.5. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let M = M,, 3 M1 3 ..a 3 M, = (0) be a chain of 
&,-submodules of a holonomic &,-module M. We call the chain a composition 
series of M if and only if MJM,,, (; = O,..., r - 1) is irreducible, i.e., 
MJM,,, is a nonzero &,-module which contains no proper b,-submodule. The 
sequence M,,/M, ,..., M,.-,/M, is called the sequence of composition factors 
of this chain. 
Since M has finite length by the preceding lemma, there exists a composition 
series of M. 
LEMMA 2.6 (Jordan-Holder). The sequence of composition factors is unique 
up to permutation. 
This lemma is a special case of the well-known Jordan-Holder theorem on 
composition series. 
For a holonomic &,-module M and an irreducible holonomic &,-module S, 
[M : S] denotes the number of S appearing in a sequence of composition 
factors of a composition series of M Lemma 2.6 guarantees that the number 
[M : SJ is well defined. Now we have 
LEMMA 2.7. (i) Let 
O~M’+M-+M”--+O 
be an exact sequence of holonomic &,-modules. Then, for any irreducible holonomic 
&,-module S, we have 
[M’ : S] + [M” : S] = [M : S]. 
(ii) In order that a holonomic &,-module M is with R.S., it is necessary and 
suficient that the sequence of composition factors of a composition series of M 
consist of holonomic &,-modules with R.S. 
Proof. By combining a composition series of M’ and that of M/M’ NM”, 
we get a composition series of M. This implies assertion (i). Assertion (ii) 
immediately follows from (2.8). Q.E.D. 
Now let us return to the proof of Proposition 2.4. Take a point p of T*X - TgX 
and set M = A1,, M’ = A;, and M” = &Yc . Then, by Lemma 2.7 (i), we 
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Hence we find [M’ : s] = [M” : S]. This implies that the sequence of composi- 
tion factors of a composition series of M’ is the same as that of M”. Hence it 
follows from Lemma 2.7(ii) that M’ is with R.S. if and only if M” is also. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 2.4, and, at the same time, it finally completes 
the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
In order to apply Theorem 2.2 to the microlocal study of holonomic hyper- 
functions, we further prepare 
THEOREM 2.8. Let M be a real analytic manifold and X its complexi$cation. 
Let q~ be a locally integrable function on M. Assume that there exist a holomorphic 
function f on X and a left Ideal $ of gx which satisfy the following conditions 
(2.13)-(2.17): 
f is not identically zero on each connected component of X 
and f IM is real valued. (2.13) 
$p’=O holds on M - f-l(O). (2.14) 
J! d; 9Icf is a holonomic g-module. (2.15) 
SS(A!) C T;cX u F’(f-‘(0)). (2.16) 
.A? has R.S. on Tf*_lfO,X. (2.17) 
Then there exists a left Ideal $’ of Bx which satisfies the following: 
$‘p) = 0 on M (2.18) 
$‘=$ on X - f-l(O) (2.19) 
A? d~f 9/f’ is a holonomic g-module with R.S. 
SS@%‘) is contained in Wo associated with f. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Before proving this theorem we prepare 
LEMMA 2.9. Assume the same conditions as in Theorem 2.8. Let u be the 
generator 1 mod $ of &. Then the map j,, given by (2.22) below is a well-defined 
.%homomorphism for h with Re h > 0: 
h: Wl(f “4 - g!~ 
w UJ (2.22) 
Wf 94 I--+ Wf+% 
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Here f,.$ denotes the locally integrable function given by 
f+% = f”P on M IT f -l(iR+) 
=o on M n f -1(R-). 
Proof. It suffices to show that P(s) f% = 0 implies P(h)f +$ = 0 for 
Re X > 0. Since f+$ depends holomorphically on X in {A E a=; Re X > 01, we 
have only to show that P(A)f,$ = 0 for Re X > 0. It follows from the definition 
of 9[s](f %) (cf. Remark 1.6) that 
W)f+“v = 0 (2.23) 
holds on M - f-l(O) for any h E @. We shall now prove that (2.23) actually 
holds on M for Re h > 0. In order to prove this, it suffices to show that 
I (P(4f+“# dx = 0 
(2.24) 
holds for any 4 E Corn(M). D enote supp + by K. Let x(t) be a (?-function in 
t E Iw which satisfies the condition 
x(t) = 1 for jtl <l/2 
=o for Itl>,l. 
Since (2.23) holds on M -f-l(O), 
suPPvY4f+*?J) Cf-‘(0) 
holds. Hence, denoting by tP(h) the adjoint operator of P(h), we obtain 
j (P@)f+%# dx = s (P(4f+“rp) x (;) 4 dx 
= j (f+%Y P(h) (x (J) 4) dx 
for any T > 0. We expand “P(A) in the form Cy=, &Jr with Qj E 9, and we set 
N = max1 ord Qj . Since 
holds with a constant Co for any linear differential operator Q of order at most 
N, we have 
I tP(4(X(f /de < C(1 + I A lPN (0 <r < 1) 
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for some constant C. Therefore we have 
< C(1 + / x I)” 7ReA-N 
s Klddx 
for any 7 with 0 < G- < 1. Since 7 may be arbitrarily small, this implies that 
s (f+%Y WV (x ($, 4) dx = 0 
holds for Re h > 0. Therefore ja is well defined for Re X > 0. 
We also note the following. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.10. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.8, the distribution f++p is 
analytically continued for all h E @ with poles at h = olj - v (j = l,..., N, < co; 
v = 0, 1, 2,...). Here 0~~ is a complex number with Re cyi < 0. In particular, there 
exists E > 0 such that f++p is holomorphic with respect to X on {A E C; Re h > -e}. 
Proof. As in the preceding lemma let u denote the generator 1 mod $ of A. 
Choose a manic polynomial b(s) and a section P(s) of B[s] so that they satisfy 
(2.4). Then it follows from Lemma 2.9 that 
(2.25) 
holds on M for X with Re X > 0. Next we will analytically continue f+“p with 
respect to h and locate its poles by using (2.24). For this purpose, set b(s) = 
nL,(s - &.) and define y(s) = (I#, r(s - /I,))-‘. Here r(s) denotes the 
y-function. Since y(h)/y(X + 1) = b(X) holds by the definition of y(X), 
Y(4f+b = W) Y(h + 1)fYP 
holds on M for X with Re X > 0. Hence for any positive integer m 
y(4f+Av = P(x) .** P(h + m - I)(y(h + 4 fh=%) 
holds on M for Re X > 0. Therefore we can analytically continue y(A)f +“p) 
to any X with Re X + m > 0, and hence to any h E C. Therefore f+$ is mero- 
morphic in h E C with possible poles at X = & - v (j = l,..., N; v = 0, 1,2 ,... ), 
because y(X) has zeros only at these points. We finally show that f+4p has no 
pole at X = h, with Re X, 3 0. In order to see this we expand f+%p at X = A, in 
the form 
f+% = il (h - &-” #ktx> + t@; + 
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where z,L&) and I@; x) are distributions and $(A; x) depends holomorphically 
on h near A, . Then for any 4 E Com(ik?) we have 
j- f+“vC dx = il (A - W” j. bc(4 4(x> dx + j- KC 4 4(x> dx. 
Here sf+$$ dx and J$(h; x)$(x) d x are continuous functions of A, if X is 
sufficiently close to A, and Re h > Re A, . This implies that s &(x)$(x) dx must 
vanish. Thereforef+Ap, is holomorphic at h = A,, . Q.E.D. 
Now we embark on the proof of Theorem 2.8. Let u be the generator 1 mod $ 
of A? and choose a constant E as in Lemma 2.10. Then the B-homomorphism 
j, given by (2.22) is actually well defined for Re X > -6, because f+$ depends 
holomorphically on h in {A E C; Re X > -e}. Hence the following %homo- 
morphismj, is also well defined for Re h > --E. 
jA: %l(f %/b - x) %d(f 8u) - gM 
lu 
r4f “4 t---------t Wf+%J 
If we define xA by C@[s](f %)/(s - X)g[s](f %), Theorem 2.2 implies that 
Jr/‘ is a holonomic %module with R.S. and that SS(MJ C W, . Now we choose 
Jr/-, as A’, namely, we choose as $’ the sheaf of annihilators offsu mod &[s](f %). 
Then the well-definedness of j, entails that $‘p) = 0 holds on M. It is also clear 
that $’ = $ holds on X - f-l(O). Thus the Ideal f’ is the required one. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.8. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the applications of Theorem 2.8 to the 
microlocal analysis of products and restrictions of holonomic hyperfunctions. 
Note that our results cover the case where the general rules [13, Chap. I, Sects. 2.2 
and 2.41 on products and restrictions of hyperfunctions cannot be applied. One 
unpleasant feature of the analytic S-matrix theory, which is known under the 
name of the u = 0 trouble, arises from the points where such general rules cannot 
be applied. (See [3, 10, 111 and references cited there.) 
THEOREM 2.11. Let M be a real analytic manifold and X its complexi$cation. 
Let qq (j = 1,2) be measurable functions on M and fj (j = 1, 2) holomorphic funs- 
tions on X. Let #j (j = 1, 2) be left Ideals of ~3~. Suppose that q+, fj, and /j 
(j = 1, 2) satisfy the follozuing conditions (2.26)-(2.31). 
1 qua I2 (j = 1, 2) is locally integrable on M. (2.26) 
fj (j = 1, 2) is not identically zero on each connected component of X 
and fj 1 M (j = 1, 2) is real valued. (2.27) 
AP)j = O holds on M - f  i’(O) (j = 1,2). (2.28) 
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Aj ,==f B/fj (j = 1,2) is a holonomic s-module. (2.29) 
SS(A’J C T;X u rr-‘(f;‘(O)) (j = 1,2). (2.30) 
Aj has R.S. on Tf*-I(O,X (j = 1,2). (2.31) 
Then the locally integrable function q =eef cpIv2 satisfies a holonomic g-module 
Jr? with R.S. whose characteristic variety is contained in W, associated with 
f =deffif 2 * 
Proof. Let Us be the generator of A!j (j = 1, 2) and denote by $ the left 
Ideal of 9 consisting of aniihilators of u1 &, u2 . It is clear that SS(S/g) C 
T$X n +(f -l(O)) and that fv = 0 holds on M - f-l(O). It also follows from 
[5, Theorem 4.61 and [7, Chap. V, Corollary 5.4.71 that 9/$ is a holonomic 
$&module with R.S. Thus the triplet(p), f, 6) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
2.8. Therefore we can find the required system JA”. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let M be a real analytic manifold and Nits submanifold. Let 
X be a complexijication of M and Y a submanifold of X which is a complexi$cation 
of N. Let q~ be continuous function on M. Assume that there exist a holomorphic 
function f on X and a left Ideal $ of 9X which satisfy conditions (2.13)-(2.17) 
given in Theorem 2.8. Assume furthermore that 
g =def f I,., is not identically zero on each connected component of Y. (2.32) 
Then # =def v  jr,, satisjies a holonomic 9r-module &‘” with R.S. whose characteristic 
variety is contained in W, associated with g. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8, we may assume without loss of generality that 
916 is with R.S., by replacing $ with j’. Let u be the generator of 9/$ and 
denote by $ the left Ideal of BY-module with R.S. [5, Theorem4.1; 7, Chap. V, 
Corollary5.4.61. Hence the triplet($, g, f)satisfies the conditions of Theorem2.8. 
Therefore we can find the required system M. Q.E.D. 
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